
September Newsletter
Dear Partners,
          I want to take some time and catch you up on some of  the events that 
took place this last month. I started out the month by going on a 3 day Trek 
up into the Himalayas. With the company of  some of  our local friends, 2 
team members and myself  embarked on this incredible adventure. We spent 
2 days climbing up to 10,000ft with the goal of  summiting Poon Hill. This is 
a bald top mountain over looking the Annapurna, Dhaulagiri, & 
Machhapuchhre Mountain Ranges. 

          The first day of  our trip there was so much cloud cover we could not 
see any of  the mountains, (not the most encouraging way to start the trip) 
but we pressed on praying for it to clear up. By the end of  the first day we 
stopped for the night at a guest 
house along the trail, still unable to 
see anything. When we awoke in 
the morning we ran outside to try 
and catch a glimpse of  this hiding 
giants, but to no avail. We pressed 
on through the second day 
overcoming many obstacles like 
fatigue, rain & uneasy stomachs 
from some food we ate without 
seeing any trace of  the "prize set 
before us." We ended the second day at the last guest house on the trail 
leaving a remaining 45min hike up to Poon Hill. We were debating amongst 
ourselves if  we wanted to wake up early enough to make the remaining hike 
to the summit for the sunrise. Fatigue was set in and some were battling 
sickness, and so far we hadn't received any signs that there even where 



mountains beyond these intrusive clouds. Well the decision was made that we 
didn't come all this way to not achieve our goal. So we awoke the next 

morning with anxious hearts 
and went outside to once again 
see nothing but dark clouds. 
We set out on our last 
remaining hike and the whole 
way we just couldn't see 
anything. As we were finishing 
the ascent and all the group 
reached the summit finally the 
"prize set before us" was put on 
display. All the mountains 
where present and accounted 
for. The sun was just rising and 
caused the mountains to be lit 
on fire with amazing pink hues 

of  color. In this moment I completely forgot about the 2days worth of  labor 
to attain  this scene and was left in absolute amazement over it.

          After we returned home I began dialoging with God over the trip. I 
was asking Him to teach me something through that which I had scene and 
experienced. Then this question rose up in me "God why did you veil the 
mountains for the entire trip only to unveil them on the last day?" The 
answer I received really touched my heart in an encouraging way. Beyond 
the foreseeable "those that endure to the end" response that I was expecting 
to hear. He shared with me that I had asked to see the mountains in "all 
there splendor" and for Him to unveil them prematurely would have been to 
not give me the gift I had asked for. He so desired to give me the desire of  
my heart that He veiled them for the entire climb until I was in a place to see 
all that they had to give me. 

          This encouraged me so much because it went beyond answering my 
question but gave me a promise to continue enduring because God knows 



what He is doing. God so desires to give us the desires of  our heart that He 
will veil them until we are in the proper place to fully see and appreciate all 
that there is for us in that specific thing. I have been using this word to help 
me interpret areas of  my life that are still veiled and allowing it to position 
my heart in a way to receive the fullness. I hope that this story encourages 
you, and if  you can relate to this story, know that you are not alone in your 
pursuit of  the fullness, and God DOES desire to give it to you!


Going After the Fullness,

Daniel Sweet

          

          If  you would like to give towards what God is doing here in Nepal I 
would like to offer you 2ways to be involved... 1) Through Prayer- Nothing is 
possible here without the work of  the Holy Spirit. Your prayers move God! 

2) Through Finances- Heavenly rewards are granted equally from goer to 
sender to pray'er. If  you would like to give I have posted giving options 
below.





Checks/Cash: (not tax-deductible)    Online/Card: (tax-deductible)

Mail to:                                                Antiochcenter.com/give

Daniel Sweet                                        ID Code: 44025

22376 Midway Blvd.                           (Please use my ID Code not my name)

Port Charlotte, FL 33952


